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The contribution to the NMR signal in a metallic plate due to acoustic waves generated by an external 
electromagnetic field is calculated for the case of mechanical resonance conditions. The relative magnitudes 
of the contributions to the NMR signal due to various sound absorption mechanisms in the nuclear spin 
system are estimated. 

PACS numbers: 76.60. 

In the observation of nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) in conducting media, it is usually assumed that 
only the spins of nuclei located in the skin layer, of 
thickness 5, take part in the resonance absorption of 
energy of the electromagnetic field. However, it is 
known that in conductors placed in a constant magnetic 
field, weakly attenuated electromagnetic waves can be 
propagated in a direction parallel to the magnetic 
field,P] It was shown theoretically by Antoniewicz and 
Rodriguez[~] that in the case of equality of the frequency 
of the helicon wave to the frequency of precession of the 
nuclear magnetic moment in a constant magnetic field, 
and at equality of the signs of the Hall coefficient of the 
sample and the nuclear magnetic moment, resonance 
absorption of energy of the helicon wave by the nuclear 
spins takes place. The first report on the experimental 
observation of such absorption was made by ShapovalP] 
It should be noted that the geometry of the experiments 
on NMR (the directions of the constant (Ho) and the al
ternating (H l ) magnetic fields) always corresponds to 
conditions of maximal generation of helicons in the 
conductor (Ho 1 H l ). 

The penetration of the electromagnetic field into the 
sample in the presence of a constant magnetic field is 
accompanied by direct generation of sound. The excited 
acoustical wave can in turn interact with the nuclear 
spins and acoustic NMR can be observed. Thus, in the 
observation of NMR in conductors, absorption of energy 
by the spins of the nuclei takes place not only in the 
skin layer, but throughout the entire volume of the sam
ple, owing to the helicons and acoustic waves. There
fore, the experimentally observed NMR signal is the 
sum of the absorption signals. Depending on the experi
mental conditions, the maximal contribution to the NMR 
signal is made by the different absorption processes, 
and it is necessary each time to analyze carefully the 
nature of the observed signal. 

QUinn,[4] has shown that the contribution to the NMR 
signal in metallic plates, due to the acoustic waves 
generated by the external electromagnetic field under 
conditions of mechanical resonance, can be several 
orders of magnitude larger than the contribution to the 
NMR from the skin layer. He has considered the mag
netic dipole mechanism of sound absorption by the nu
clear spins of the system, namely, the oscillations of 
the ions create a variable electromagnetic field at each 
point of the sample, and the nuclear spins interact with 
the magnetic components of this field. In the general 
case of arbitrary spin, the limited character of such a 
picture follows from the existence of electric quadru
pole interaction of the nuclear spin system with the 
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sound. But even for spin Y2 there exists a specific 
mechanism of interaction with the sound through the 
modulation of dipole-dipole interactions. In the present 
work, the contribution of such mechanisms to the NMR 
signal is calculated and it is shown that it can be com
parable in magnitude with the contribution from the 
magnetic dipole mechanism considered by Quinn'. 

The processes of propagation of electromagnetic and 
acoustic waves in a sample and their interaction with 
the nuclear spin system are described by the coupled 
system of equations of elastic waves, the Maxwell equa
tions, and the equations that describe the evolution of 
the spin system. For the description of the NMR effect 
in conductors, we shall essentially follow the papers of 
Quinn and Rodriguez[4-7], which were devoted to the 
generation and interaction of helicons and phonons in 
conductors. Kaner and Fal'ko pointed out a limitation 
under which the Quinn theory of generation of acoustic 
waves is valid: qR« 1, where q is the wave number of 
the sound, R the cyclotron radius of the electron 
(R = cmVF / eHo, c is the velocity of light, m and e are 
the mass and charge of the electron, and vF is the 
Fermi velocity). Under NMR conditions, q = yHo/21Tvac, 
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio and vac the velocity 
of sound. Then the condition rx:nvFC/ e1TVace « 1 holds 
and is well satisfied for most metals. 

We represent the meta by a model conSisting of a 
lattice of positive ions of charge 1;e and mass M and a 
gas of free electrons of charge -e and mass m.(4-7] The 
short-range forces between the ions are described by 
elastic constants Cz and ct associated with the com
pression displacements and the shear displacements, 
respecti vely. A phenomenological phonon relaxation 
time Tp, due to non-electron damping of the sound is 
introduc ed. 

The equation of motion for the i-th component of the 
ion displacement has the form 

M(~+~lTp};=e, (V (Ys)) .-e,[ 'x [YXs] ].+~eE. 
~e . . a~ .. 

+-[sXHo].+F.+--. 
. c ax. 

(1 ) 

Here F represents the force of collision friction 
F = (-1;e/ao). (je + jr), where je and jI are the electron 
and ion current densities, and 0'0 = nel1-/m is the con
ductivity at constant current[4] (n is the density of the 
free electrons, T the free path time of the electrons). 
The last term of Eq. (1) describes the force due to the 
existence of spin-phonon interaction,[lO] ~ik is the 
elastic stress tensor. 

The set of Maxwell equations is of the form 
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4n 1 aE 
[VXH]=-J+--, 

c c iJt 

1 iJ 
[VXE]=---(H+4nM). 

c at (2 ) 

The total current in the sample consists of the ion 
current, the electron current, and the fictitious surface 
current. For the Fourier components we have 

Jq=inewsq+ j.q+jOq' (3 ) 

The expression for the electron current is of the forme 11) 

j,q=aqEq-imwaqS,! e.+neDq «IS), (4) 

where o-q is the conductivity tensor, b = (2EF/3e'b) 
(1 + iWTr1;;' is the diffusion tensor, and EF is the Fermi 
energy. The first term in (4) represents the conductiv
ity, the second is the current due to collisions with ions, 
and the third is the diffusion current. 

The expression for the nuclear spin magnetization M 
is found with the help of equations of the Bloch type for 
a spin system interacting with the electromagnetic field 
and with the sound. Such equations can be obtained by 
using the Wangsness-Bloch formula[12] for the mean 
values of the spins: 

where £' is the Hamiltonian of the spin system, which 
interacts with the external fields, and R(Sj») are the 
relaxation terms. 

(5) 

For a cubic crystal with the coordinates axes 
oriented along the three fourfold axes c4v, the Hamil
tonian of the spin-phonon interaction is of the forme 13] 

J'&sph='/3 (eu+e yy+eu) (G II +2G 12 )HS 
+'/.~eu+ellY-2e.,) (GII-G12 ) (HS-3H,S,) 

+'/, (8,,-e,,) (GII-G,,) (H.s.-H ,s,) +2G .. [e,,(H,S, 
+S,H,) +e" (H.s,+S,H,) +e,,(H,s,+S,H,) ], (6) 

where Eij (i, j = x, y, z) are the components of the de
formation tensor, Ga {3(a, (3 = 1, 2, 3) are the components 
of the spin-phonon interaction tensor in the Vogt nota
tion. If the constant magnetic field Ho is directed along 
the z axis perpendicular to the surface of the sample, 
and the alternating magnetic field H1, as is usual in 
NMR experiments, is oriented in the xy plane, the 
transverse acoustic wave excited in the sample is 
propagated along Ho,ll1J Then 

(7) 

and the total Hamiltonian of the spin system interacting 
with the electromagnetic and acoustic fields is 

J'&=-lhH,S,+H.S,GII8.,+2H,G" (S,8" 
+S,8,,) -lli(S.H.+S,H,). (8) 

With the help of Eq. (5), we obtain a set of equations 
of the Bloch type for the average values of the spin 
components (S'i) in a system of coordinates which ro
tates with the frequency W of the external electromag
netic field: 

d(S.> WHo s· . dq 
--;jt=---y;-_ooiq«S+)~q--(S_)Go+)e-,q, 2n 

i1 Soo ,., . dq (S,)-S, +- «S+)Hq_-(S_)HO+)e-'q·-----; 
2 _~ 2n T, 

- d 
+i1 J Ho+e-'q, 2~] (9) 

- - 'fiwt and the conjugate equation for S_. Here S±: = e S±t 
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S± = Sx ± iSy ; A = W - wo, Wo = -yHo, T1 and T2 are 
the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times, and 
So = -y, tanh (tiwo/2kBT). In the derivation of (9) we 
have represented the linearly-polarized field ~x,y in the 
form of two fields with circular polarization ~"_ and 
used the expansion of the components of the alternating 
fields in Fourier integrals. Similar expressions can be 
written for the components of the magnetic field. 

Sol ving the system (9) for the steady state, we obtain 
expressions for the Fourier components of the nuclear 
magnetization: 

111q±=x±Hq±e~' t+x±q;'l;;te::::;'-"t, 

,i1T,Jl1o(1'ficd',) __ T,Moa(l"fiL-.T,) 
x±=:c 1+J.~1'22+T1T2Wl-' x±=+ 1+il~.r;!~+1'1r2wl~ 

w,'= [-a j q£q_e-";: ,dq +;1 J~ llq_e- ,0 ~q ] . 
_ X> ~it __ ~ 2.n 

X [a f q~o+e-; ~lq -ii Jr jj.,+ e-": dq ] • 
~, "it _" 2" 

a=GIJoItz, M,=~l,So. (10) 

As is usual in the solution of Bloch equations, the terms 
containing w~ describe the saturation of the spin system. 
If the external fields are suffiCiently weak (T1 T2W~ 
< 1 + A 2 T~), the saturation effects can be neglected. 

The resultant set of equations (1 )-(3), (11) differ 
from those used in[4,11] by the introduction of the last 
term in Eq. (1) and the presence of a dependence of the 
nuclear magnetization on the acoustic field (10). We 
solve this set, expressing E and ~ in terms of the 
surface current jo. We first find the expression for J q 
in terms of Eq and ~q from the ~axwell equations (2): 

Jq~=±iaofj±Eq~'fcq2 x± G,±, 
":!-

(11) 

Substituting Jq± in the left Side of (3), we get the expres
sion for Eq± in terms of ~q± and jOq±' In the "helicon" 
geometry used in the experiment (Ho Ii z, Ho is perpen
dicular to the surface of the sample), under the assump
tion (Jxx = (Jyy, (Jxy = -(Jyx, (Jxz = (Jyz = 0, it is conven
ient to introduce the circular components of the conduc
tivity tensor (J± = (Jxx 'f i(JxyY] We obtain 

E _ t (imW) (a±-a,+ii .. ±) 
q±~±~q~ --

eT (a±+iaofj~) 

joq± 

cq'n x~ 
A±=---. 

mw v± 
(12 ) 

It is now necessary to use Eq. (1) to eliminate ~. We 
first determine the form of a~ik/oXk. The elastic 
stress tensor ~ik is determined as the derivative of the 
free energy with respect to the elastic deformation 
tensor and is expressed in our case in terms of the 
magnetization of the spin system M[IO]: 

a~.. 2GHo aM. a~" 2GH, iJM, 
---a;: = fI.N Tz' ----a;:- = fI.N Tz' (13 ) 

where N is the number of nuclei per unit volume. Sub
stituting (12) and (13), which are expressed in terms of 
the circular components, in (1), we finally obtain the 

where 
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2GHocq' X± 1 Q = ~eHo c, 
1\1±= ~e~I.N", y~' R±= a± ' , life' s= lIf . 

If we assume that the mechanisms of interaction of 
sound with the nuclear spin system that we have con
sidered are ineffective, i.e., G = 0, the expression (14) 
transforms exactly into the corresponding Quinn ex
pression. [4,11) 

The surface impedance, which is determined by the 
formula 

(15) 

is an experimentally observed quantity. In the case of 
the use of circular components of the field, it is cus
tomary to introduce the circular components of the 
surface impedance 

If Zxx = Zyy, Eq. (15) can be reduced to the form 

Z±=±14n [E±(Z)] . (17) 
c H±(z) '_0' 

H±(z) is found from the second of Maxwell's equations 
(2) and in our case, for z = 0, it takes the form 

(18) 

Up to now, we have carried on the calculation for a 
semi-infinite metal with boundary at z = O. We make 
the problem more specific by calculating the impedance 
of a metal plate of thickness d. In NMR experiments, 
the sample is placed in the antinode of an alternating 
magnetic field, i.e., in accord with the terminology of 
Bass, Blank, and Kaganov[14), asymmetric excitation of 
the plate is produced (Eo _ = -Ed+, Ea± = E(z = a ± E), 
E is infiniteSimally small). If we use the condition of 
specular reflection of the electrons from the surface 
(Eo. - Eo_, (oE/aE)o_ = -(dE/dz)o.), then the expression 
for the Fourier components of the surface current have 
the form (see[ 15) 

4nl'" . ( ) _ 2n 0 'nd ' 
~JIJ q - d £...J e q .1Eo 6q ,(2[+I)" .i. 

~E:= [(~) - (~) ] =-2 (~) . 
!}z ,1_ a: 0+ 0: iI+ 

(19 ) 

where nand l are integers. 

Substituting (19), (18), and (14) in Eq. (17), we obtain 
an expression for the surface impedance of a conducting 
plate in the presence of direct generation of sound in 
the plate by the external electromagnetic field: 

x [l-aoR±(1+I\1±)] (l-ooR±+iR±I.±) ]} 
!±(l=+ia.R±{t±) 

(20) 

It must be noted immediately that the denominator dif
fers little from unity under ordinary NMR conditions. 

We use Eq. (20) to estimate the relative contribution 
to the NMR signal from the various mechanisms. Tenta
ti vely, we can distinguish three mechanisms. 

I. The ordinarily conSidered contribution of electro
magnetic absorption without account of sound generation; 
it is described by the first term in the numerator of 
Eq. (20). 
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Relative magnitude (A) of con
tributions to the NMR signal from 

A 
100 

10 

JI 

different mechanisms of absorption rIo:':;""" -.c.rr.r-Y-..-''-:; 
of energy of the nuclear spin system. 

:1,1 

II. The contribution considered by Quinn and due to 
the mechanism of magnetic dipole absorption of the 
sound wave generated in the sample; it is described by 
the second term in the numerator of (20) if we set the 
spin-phonon interaction constant G = O. 

III. The contribution due to the sound-absorption 
mechanisms other than the magnetic-dipole mechanism; 
it is described by the part of the second term in the 
numerator of (20) which has dropped out in the previous 
case. 

For estimates we use the following values of the 
physical quantities, which are typical for metals: 
n ~ 1023 cm- 3, N ~ 1023 cm-3, m ~ 10-27 g, M ~ 10-'* g, 
y ~ 104 cm l / 2 gl/ 2, Ho ~ 104 Oe, GHo ~ 10- 19 erg. The 
free path ti me of the electrons T depends essentially on 
the temperature, and ranges from ~1O-14 sec (T = 30<1'K) 
to ~10-11 sec (T = 4°K). The parameter Tp that deter
mines the nonelectronic damping time of sound is esti
mated from the acoustic quality factor of the samples 
and for frequencies W ~ 107_108 sec- l can be taken as 
Tp ~ 10-3_10- 4 sec- l .[4) The local approximation O'± 
= 0'01 (1 + WCT) is used. 

As was to be expected, the large contribution to the 
NMR signal is made by only one circular polarization 
(in our case, +). The results of the numerical estimates 
for this polarization are given in the figure. The Roman 
numerals label curves that deSCribe the relative contri
butions to the NMR Signal corresponding to different 
mechanisms of absorption. The value of the NMR Signal 
under the assumption of the absence of sound generation 
was taken as unity. 

The following conclusion can be drawn: 1) account of 
the generation of sound in a metal in the observation of 
NMR is necessary in most cases; 2) the contribution to 
the NMR signal due to mechanisms, other than the mag
netic dipole mechanism of absorption of sound generated 
by the spin-system in the sample can be significant. 
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